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Where We Left Off

I.

I read a book of prose, sixty-seven stories 
about food.
I can’t imagine having that much to say 
about food.  
Pretty words, appealing words
like nectarines, cinnamon cider,
and pummeled beefsteak.
There is a story about a boy,
a nothing piece—
in July he finds a hard-boiled egg
meant for Easter dye.  
It had rolled behind a canister
and got left behind—poor, sad thing.
Cracking it open, he feeds it
to his dog.  Trustingly, the naive beast eats it whole,
not seeming to mind the smell.
Food gone uneaten,
widows who still set a place
for their husbands.
I have yet to pack away Mace’s bowl; 
it sits on the cedar chest near my bedroom door.
I did box his collar and his toys, but not 
the bowl.  Not yet.
Every few days, I pick it up
and put it down, slide it away from me,
slide it back—
the sound is calming.

II.

There was a tree on Sixth St.,
skinny thing, you couldn’t miss it—
still had most of its leaves.
Curious, considering it’s November.
You saw it, didn’t you?  
Fiery oranges and vibrant yellows
to mock the season.  Reds dazzling
enough to make a poinsettia jealous.  Showy 
against the backdrop of early-winter grays, brazen.
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But I don’t believe it sought attention; 
I think it was simply afraid to relinquish its grip,
to let go of its charges, 
to let Nature 
take its course.
Some boys came by—four or five of them, dressed for cold—
and shook
and shook
and shook the poor thing
until the last leaf fell to the sidewalk.
Took some time too, so fixed was
the tree’s command.
I was going to holler Stop! but kept my mouth shut,
permitting Nature to run its course.

III.

I’m doing these in threes lately,
did you notice?
I don’t know why; 
3 has never been my number.
My number is 5, though some think
it’s 7 … or should be; I favor fives.
Thirteen years have passed 
since we last spoke 
without fidgeting, thirteen since we last
kissed.  There are 21 years between us.  Numbers
meant nothing to me then.
We kissed with our eyes open;
I thought it incredibly sexy, never detecting
the fear in yours, failing to see 
the man who clung
to youth.
In my refrigerator, there are three sausages,
cooked and wax paper wrapped.
All I require now
is an egg.
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Harvesting at Season’s End

Consider this a peace offering:
two butternut squash,
three green peppers,
eight small sweet onions.
They were left on the front porch
by an indulgent neighbor.
Prepare them as you’d like.
A soup, a stew?  
     Bay leaves and thyme.
In the days before intimacy,
we had dinner in an overpriced restaurant overlooking 
the bay and chosen, I’m guessing,
for my seduction.
Sailboats glided past the windows, the crowd
predominantly grey-haired and felt-hatted.
We laughed about freshwater pearls.  
     Baby-pink and principled.
You attacked your chowder 
with such zeal, I blushed.   
Over-warm and uneasy, I could not look,
ashamed my own cravings were evident.
I listened —
and hungered.  Assured that such a man would bring
that same fervor
to my bed. 
Should you decide on an autumn stew,
serve it from a hollowed pumpkin tureen
and spare me a thought between ladling.
I wore the pearls to Chatham.  We made love 
in the dining room after too much merlot.
      Seven lit tapers and blueberry pie.
This is a late night dispatch, a bedtime note …
make no more of it.
Satiated, my conscience is clear.
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The Morning After Wind Gusts

If you were left
stranded
pencil-less ‘neath a pregnant moon,
your calibrations 
   gone asunder
your clothes
   torn and fouled
I would come.
       Crème brulée played the violin
       until his fingers bled,
       and still 
       you were unsatisfied, throwing open
       the unscreened windows 
       to let the curtains out.  Dotted Swiss pennants,
       white, so awfully white. 
Knowing that, 
I would come.
       Putting aside
       fragmented equations,
       collected poems,
       and the stack of As Yet to be Discovereds,
I would come …
surely.
But don’t ask me before it’s time.
Don’t bait me
with weedlings and drainage stones.
The cuts, deep and savage,
remain exposed, and there is work …
always work, ever work,
to be done.
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Winter and Poets Past

What do I remember
of poetry before time?
Nothing — save the chill
of Coleridge
and the burn
of Lowell.
Fingers cramping under green-hooded lights
on battle-scarred library tables.  

The blinds let in just enough light
to frame your profile
in bone.  God,
you were
in the afternoon rain.
Words failed the photograph;
the photograph failed
to produce a decent headline.

What do I remember 
of poetry after time?
All of it; the chill, the burn,
the yearning, the pathos,
the empathy …
and how you loved
the rain.
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A Lenten Parlor

Goofball,
or was it 
Knucklehead? 
Some ridiculous name for the orange cat she had
when we were all scabby knees
and popsicle stains.
It froze to death under the porch
one especially bitter winter.
Could there have been more than one
brainless orange cat
and we just failed to notice?

I had a grand ol’ time at the wake.
Probably shouldn’t have, but I did.
It was in the reconnecting.
Is there anything grayer than a Catholic
funeral parlor during Lent?
I was warned against garish nail polish,
but the young ones paid me no mind.  They came
outside to smoke with me.  Them
and three strangers from the wake across the hall.
I left with a cocktail
of a hundred perfumes
on my lips.
      I had a grand ol’ time.

Out one hole
into the next.  Birth, death.
We return to a corroded womb,
where the maternal warmth we anticipated
is nonexistent.  I’m betting Hell is cold.
I’m betting it’s filled
with common-senseless cats.
My nails match
the Sacred Heart
of Jesus on the prayer card that found its way 
into my pocket. 
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Mentoring: This is my Body

He looked me over
and read
Saviour.

I built a fortress
to keep him out;
I was not flattered,
but terrified,
knowing no good
has ever come from being worshipped.

He found a way in.

Prophetically, the loaves were soon devoured,
leaving stale crumbs
alongside
the trail 
of spilled wine.
He contested
that which he’d previously accepted
and had come so far to learn.

My crucifixion, when it came, was banal,
an old sermon carved in rock,
left by the side of a dusty road
for the education of empty souls.

It was forewarned, foreseen,
yet I led myself to slaughter, 
for how can we create new gods 
without destroying the old?
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Retirement/ Interment (a self-serving poem)

I.

Thinking about bookstores,
cliché, of course, what writer
   (Hack! the mind screams)
doesn’t.
Gorey wanted to; he just never found the time,
   caught up as he was in inks and doorknobs, tassels and salt shakers.
Cushy seats, their arms worn to nub,
coffee brewing continually.  Teas,
and thick chocolate on doilied saucers.
New books and used — especially used.
Mustard smudges on an ivory page, corners bent,
and microscopic red spiders scurrying diagonally across
page 178, quickly dispatched by a thumb.
Newspapers the world over 
whose names I’ll mispronounce, nonsensical 
tongue clickings, sticking names
read at wobbly corner tables by old men in shabby coats.
I’ll care not a whit if the shop is unprofitable, pouring
money good after bad.  
I’ll hold fast to it for love.
It’s the smell that makes the idea appealing—
the dry, sweet-death smell 
of old books.
When asked about my favorite smell
by curious seekers of truths 
and those detestable internet questionnaires,
I thoughtlessly answer: “Lilacs.  Fresh-blooming lilacs.”
But I lie; what better scent 
than that of old books?

II.

In Mister Pushmower’s yard (that’s how I identify him; I do not know his name, I know 
very few of my neighbors’ names), there is a cracked stone planter on a stone pedestal.  The 
crack is outlined by velvet moss.  Weeds grow in the planter: tiny, belled yellow blossoms 
on spindly greens that vine down, around, and onto the grass.

It used to be that the plants there reflected the seasons: showy peonies and lemongrass, 
bigheaded tangerine marigolds, matte ruby-rimmed winter cabbage, lovingly tended 
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by Missus Pushmower, who passed last spring.  If I had such a glorious planter, an eye-
catching, poem-inspiring stone planter, I would ask that my ashy remains be planted deep 
inside.  Roots would sprout, tethering me securely, new life shooting out above,
perfumed life stretching to kiss the stars.

And many years later, long after the house was sold and the now ancient neighborhood for-
got who lived where, a young boy will dig through withered vines and malnourished soil to 
renew this garden eyesore.  Finding me at the bottom of the crumbling planter, he will turn 
to his father and say, “Dad, look at this stuff — what should I do with it?”
The father, in grass-stained jeans, will stir through sharp bone chips and unfulfilled yearn-
ings.  “Hmmm, toss it on the compost heap, son; it’ll make good fertilizer.”

And so I shall.  
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The Death Knell

Mid-March
and still the Cold refuses release.
Its cadaverous grip encircles my ankles
as I scuff-shuffle to the warmth of the coffeepot.
The sun (and my heart) says May,
and the soil answers by rebuffing
the bad houseguest persistence of winter.
Tulip heads poke through
the softening muck.  Pastoral, until
          the harsh, fretful shriek of a starling
          splinters the morning tranquility.
          Very near my ear, it comes from within
          these walls.  It comes from under my feet,
          Under my feet!
          scaring the cup from my hand.
          Frenzied wings flail between
          the old beams and I picture the spiders
          scuttling to safety in the plaster-dust chinks of the foundation.
Nippled brown buds sprout on the gaunt limbs
of the pussywillow, and the heaven-bent arms of the forsythia
take their cue from Ra, yellowing in readiness.  The lilacs
are beginning their claret cluster and
          the bird is beating its fragile skull
          against the obstinant window above the dryer.
          I should do something, but old wives’ tales
          nail my feet to the floor.  I know
          that if I wait a few hours, the evil omen
          will be reduced to a tiny red trail against the glass.
          When I sweep the accidental hostage into the dust pan, its shattered bones 
          will weigh less than a child’s lost tooth.  My eyes are frozen
          open; I will not watch the clock, will not count the minutes.    
Outside my window, 
my near-green window, new life blooms.
Inside these walls,
the Death Knell has begun.
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Because You Asked
-to J. over coffee on the phone

Not well,
     not well, 
          not well,

this day.

Some days are
polyurethane,
six coats around the carpet’s 
binded emerald edges,
pot roast and carrots in the crock pot,
edit 17 pages
in full make-up.

Other days
are spent waiting
bug-eyed
for Mary Magdalene
to roll the boulder
off my shoulder blade.

In between
comes the writing,
moss-splotched, hazy and bigheaded.
Jackson Pollock at the Cedars
throwing a shot glass against an abstract
wall.  Art 
in the run-off of whiskey.

Modesty enters with death,
ego humbled by the simplicity
of lilies.   For that, you must wait.  Today,

this day,

I am still alive.
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Have You Heard –

She pretended to be Little Girl Lost,
thinking that’s what he wanted.

He, being well-mannered, ordered for her in restaurants.
Always the lamb chops.
He thought she liked them;
she never said a word to the contrary.

He pretended to be Big Strong Daddy;
thinking that’s what she wanted.

She, being reverential, went down on him twice a week.
He assumed she liked to;
she did nothing to dissuade him.

They made a lovely — though perfectly ordinary — couple.
 
He, a key jiggler when conversing at parties,
smiled quite often, as that sort of man is wont to do.
And when she, at the decent age of thirty-two,
slit her wrists in their white-on-white bathroom,
no one was surprised —
save 
he.

The funeral was properly tearful; it was I who’d sent the Wedding Dance camellias. 
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Trimmed Wicks

- For A.R.G

They claim you’re asking for prayers,
when told that you visit  
my dreams.
Superstitions awash 
in the heady incense of black veils,
bent knees 
and the rigidity of starched Sunday clothes.     Do you sense 
my aversion to blind faith?

Prayers.

What purpose do prayers serve a dead man?  
What use to a soul that’s crossed?

And, not once saying I believe,
     No, never that,
     but just in case …
I lit three candles ‘neath the moon
of Guadalupe
to attest that you were indeed     loved.

We talk, this Virgin and I; our conversations are not prayer.
I’m quite fond of her—
my admissions lack power to shock her,
her chiseled countenance remains      eternally      unchanged.
Little is asked of me
save a reverential bowed head
and the occasional donation to a pro-life group.
When the mood strikes, I bring offerings to place at her feet:
tiny seashells to balance the flaming sands of western deserts,
beaten copper to reflect the sun’s rays.
     Look after him, Mother, a man who did pray.
But not once 
have I claimed to believe.
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Alphonse at Rest

Sixteen boxes 
of imported teas
line the uppermost kitchen shelf
gone spotty
with mouse droppings.
The boxes are tempting dioramas
of exotic locales, promising much
by the cup.
Drink me, Alice read.
I will sweep — first here,
then the dooryard
where leaves are forming a pyramid
in deference to travel plans unmet.
I saved all the brochures, tied them with white
satin ribbons.

Your song plays
in the trees,
wind chimes gone rusty.
Geese overhead,
compete for airtime.
Their music is discordant,
     but a sound all the same,
     and any sound is better 
     than this silence
an obligatory reminder
that soon 
the ground will be too hard
for a burying.
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Tissue Paper

She mentions the dolls as we unpack nostalgia.
Her sister’s dolls — a lifetime collecting
porcelain, starched petticoats, and paper roses.
Describes them in a small voice,
an off-handed voice,
dismissing their importance.
   Where are they now?  What happened 
   to them all?  You should have seen
   the Edwardian Bride — and, oh, the nun doll!
   Sister Nathan Cecile after ma tante’s third-grade teacher.
Useless froo-froos, money squandered… pointless.  
No room for collections in the finality of rest
homes.
   Eh, it’s for the best — less to dust.

There is a longing behind the misted eyes,
quickly attributed to dust and aged talc.
Purely aesthetic, this longing,
but show me the good in living 
if one lives only for practicalities.
Shouldn’t the vase 
be as handsome as the lilac it holds?

And there is worry.  
One cracked and yellowed veneer layer below 
the longing.
A cataract of unasked, pushed-away anxieties.
   What will happen to me?
An enormous thought that sits with us
at the kitchen table.  
An unwanted, ill-mannered dinner guest on his third helping
as we rewrap linens 
to distribute among the grandchildren.
   What will happen to me?
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Discourteous Winter Whites

If you ask me today
How are things I will tell you
no better
than yesterday
and if you come over
I will likely be rude
and insulting.
Your verse is a fine verse,
your new boots are fine boots,
but how long
and how often must they be fawned over?
Is there a hard and fast rule to protocol?
Write (just once — any more is overkill)
of the Gods of Destruction
and I will love you again, feeling as I do
about capital gains and foreign imports.
Possessions will be the death of me; I plan
to trash this place.
          I knew a girl named Nancy
          who bought clothes for every occurrence
          but only in neutral colors.  
          She fit
          wherever she went.  When she died,
          they dressed her in Ecru and Bone.
There is nothing to drink here.  I cut the plug
to the coffee maker —
you’ll have to go somewhere else.
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Should Something Bad Happen to Me #2

Should something bad happen
to me, you’ll find my good jewelry
in the locked firebox
in my bedroom closet.

Don’t expect much.

Aside from gold hoops,
   the bitable kind,
you’ll come across
a chunk of jade.
I won it someplace
I disremember.
I thought that one day I would have it set,
but I’ve since lost the compulsion,
so there it lies, in its baggie, collecting
filigree wishes to be a dowager’s brooch.

There’s a set of hideous cameos
given to me by an old lover;
they belonged to his dead mother.
I can’t recall his face, but I do remember her; 
she hated me.
Most mothers did.  
On the bottom of the box
there will be a large, rub-on tattoo
of a tiger
given in friendship by a man
with an IQ of sixty.  Trustworthy, 
men with such an IQ; they’ve no capacity for falsehoods.
Keep it.     For when you’re in a circus mood.
   I hope you have circus moods.
I do regret never unwrapping the thing; use it
and give me a passing thought when you do.

Oh — the key!  You’ll find it 
on a cumbersome ring with many others
in the bottom drawer of my nightstand.
I won’t tell you which key.
You must go through them one at a time
allowing me a last laugh from the grave.
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Should Something Bad Happen to Me #3

Should something bad happen
to me, do not open the candy box
in the bottom drawer of my dresser.
You will be tempted, 
    having never turned down a sweet,  
irresistibly drawn, 
but resist you must.
Dispose of the box immediately;
you will not be pleased with its contents. 
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